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Our New Main Office and Branch Location is Now
Open
Stop in and see our beautiful new facility

Heritage Bank has recently moved our headquarters and main branch operations to 2330 S. Virginia
Street.  We invite you to stop by and be greated by the same friendly faces you are familiar with, but
in our beautifully decorated new facility.   
 
In 1994, Heritage Bank’s Board of Directors purchased the old building at 1401 South Virginia Street.
At that time it easily housed all bank employees with plenty of space to spare. Heritage Bank has
since outgrown the space and added five branches. The new location at 2330 South Virginia Street
features four levels and 24,000 sq. ft., improved drive-up lanes and ATM, offices and meeting rooms.
 
We have kept the “Heritage Library” and coffee bar that our customers enjoy so much. We hope you
find the new branch location to be even more convenient as well as a beautiful location in which to do
your banking. Heritage Bank of Nevada will continue to strongly support the customers and
communities we serve in Northern Nevada. As the only locally-owned and locally-managed
community bank, our deposits stay in the community and are lent out locally to support growth in the
area. 
 

Thanks to all of you, Heritage Bank continues to grow and prosper in Northern Nevada.  We hope to
see you soon in our new location.

 

Be sure to watch for our Customer Grand Opening Celebration during the month of March!







You Heritage Bank Main Branch Tellers
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Heritage Bank, Your SBA Lender in Northern Nevada
Heritage Bank has been named SBA Lender of the Year in Northern
Nevada for the 3rd year.

The Small Business Administration (SBA) 504 program is designed to grow small business and
increase jobs. Small business owners receive up to 90% financing for the purchase of
owner-occupied commercial real estate or long-term equipment. These loans are positioned and
required to create new jobs. 

There are great benefits for utilizing the Small Business Administration loan program. In many cases
the borrower is reducing costs, improving location or adding square footage. The low 10% down
payment allows business owners to conserve valuable working capital and create jobs. Below-market
interest rates make the purchase of a building more affordable. Other benefits include a 20-year, fully
amortized, fixed rate loan which helps business owners stabilize occupancy costs.

Heritage Bank offers SBA and other government guaranteed programs to Northern Nevada small
business owners with faster loan decisions and a streamlined application process. We can do this
because the whole process happens right here in Northern Nevada. Call us today to speak with one
of our small business experts to find out the best program and loan structure to meet your goals and
objectives.

.
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Best Business Operations Management Books
Great books for fine tuning your small business management
tactics

If you’re the owner or manager of a small business, you don’t have a lot of extra time to devote to
reading long books. A book that details effective ways to streamline your business operations
practices can save you time in the long run by increasing your efficiency. The eventual time savings
won’t matter, however, if you don’t have time to find the right book in the first place. Any one of the
following books would be a great place to start if you’re looking to improve the management of your
small business operations.
 
Delivering Happiness: A Path to Profits, Passion, and Purpose by Tony Hsieh 
 
This book, written by the CEO of
the online shoe and apparel retail
giant Zappos.com, made Business
Insider’s list of the Ten Best
Management Books for Small
Business Owners. Delivering
Happiness describes how Hsieh
took skills he learned at the poker
table to build one of the web’s most
popular retailers.
 
These lessons are directly
applicable to the corporate world.
They include the following pieces
of wisdom:
 
 
“Make sure your bankroll is large
enough for the game you’re playing
and the risks you’re taking, figure
out the game when the stakes aren’t high, differentiate yourself and do the opposite of what the rest
of the table is doing,” according to Business Insider.
 
Rework by Jason Fried and David Heinemeier Hansson
 
When you’re already running your small business, it can be hard to step into an outside perspective
and shake up your operations, even if that is what you need to give your profits a boost. This book is
the perfect solution to help you get out of a management rut, and it 's a fun read to boot. 
 
“(This book) is most definitely not like most of the business books you’ve read before,” states CNBC.
“The authors offer logical ideas that are instantly applicable, helping you to ‘rework’ your way of
thinking, rework your business plan, rework your life.”
 
Multipliers: How the Best Leaders Make Everyone Smarter by Liz Wiseman and Greg McKeown
 
Multipliers is the perfect book for business owners who already know the specifics of working within a







budget and maintaining a cash flow and are instead seeking the answer to a deeper question: how to
be a go od boss. 
 
The mission of the book is to help the reader nail down exactly what it is about great bosses that
makes everyone in the business smarter and more productive. 
 
“These managers are able to better use the brainpower of those people they already have within their
organization,” describes Gloria McDonough-Taub, senior editor at CNBC. “You know the
type—they’re the kind of manager who, when they walk into a room, everyone is on their game.”
 
The take home message of the stories contained within the pages should help you get the most and
strongest work from each of your employees. When your employees are bringing their best, your
operations will run as smoothly as possible.
 
StrengthsFinder 2.0 by Tom Rath
 
This book by #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Rath is an immersive experience that goes
beyond a typical book of any genre. First, readers use the included password to complete the online
StrengthsFinder assessment. The results will help you learn your top strengths, and you will even
receive a planning guide that is personalized to your unique strengths. Also included with the
assessment are 50 ideas that business owners can immediately put into action in their business and
even in their personal life. 
 
“StrengthsFinder 2.0 is a great management book for small business owners who are looking for smart
ways to balance out the strengths inside their management teams,” states Business Insider. This
unique perspective is what makes this book the perfect start for business owners who aren’t exactly
sure about the areas where they need to improve most. 
 
If you have any questions about improving your small business operations, or if you would like to
discuss any other financial issue related to your small business, please don’t hesitate to give us a call.
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Overcoming a Drop in Sales
How to sidestep the inevitable drop-in-sales rut

A decline in sales can happen to any business, and for many different reasons. Fortunately, there are
ways to conquer this business hardship. The first rule of thumb: Don’t ignore it or wait for the
turnaround to happen on its own — it’s too hard to predict when that could be.

First, identify the reason for the decline. Then follow these simple steps to get business back up and
running:

Problem: People want discounts.
Solution: While dropping the
prices of what you’re offering
seems to be the easiest way to fix
the issue of frugal customers, it’s
not always the best. Sometimes,
reducing prices means that
customers will only buy the items if
the prices remain that way.
However, evaluate what you’re
selling and come up with a way to
add more value to it — and then
you can keep the price the same.
You’ll up your sales revenue, and
likely have returning customers
since they may realize they’re
getting the most out of their money. 

Problem: Staff is struggling.
Solution: Are your sales people
not doing their job up to par? What if there’s no time to hire new staff? Utilize top performers and have
them train some of the dawdlers. "A lot of sales models can be very competitive, and sales people
can operate in their own silos[,]” says Trent Leyshan, managing director of sales consultancy Boom
Sales. “To me that's counter-intuitive to a business that is genuine about doing the best by its
customers.” 

Problem: Your customers don’t trust you yet.
Solution: Typically, when you have new customers, or if you’re a new/not well-known business,
potential clients may not trust you fully yet, but gaining that trust is one of the most crucial ways you’ll
make sales. “The trust that a customer has in your company and in you strongly outweighs the
techniques you use to sell. Establishing trust is better than any sales technique,” says Mike Puglia,
vice president of marketing at TimeTrade. It’s important to grow your relationships with your buyers.
Relate with them (instead of always trying to persuade), and cater to their specific needs. Everyone is
different, so what works on one customer may not necessarily work on the other.

Problem: The economy is down.
Solution: Re-evaluate your sales tactics and focus on what’s in your control, instead of what’s not. "A
down economy is a good time to review your sales process to improve its effectiveness," explains Rob
Hartnett, sales coach and founder of consultancy Selling Strategies.







Problem: Your customers are dissatisfied.
Solution: “Sales professionals will talk in depth about features and functionality without considering
what really matters to their customers,” explains Dustin Grosse, CMO at DocuSign. “You must take a
few steps back and look at your product or service positioning from your customer's perspective.”
Re-evaluate who your audience is, and what they’re looking for. Send out polls and questions on
social media platforms or e-mail a survey, which can help you understand even more just what it is
your customers are seeking.

Problem: You’re not even sure what the problem is.
Solution: Hold regular meetings, monthly or weekly, to discuss everyone’s sales performance. "Look
at the numbers to decide what you have to do. If you need X amount of revenue, then look at what
your average sale is, and out of that ask how many sales you need to make each year, how many
prospects do you need to talk to for sales and ask how many people you need to contact," advises
Sue Barrett, head of sales consulting group Barrett. In addition, another way to figure out problems is
to try acting out real-life scenarios. That way, you can clearly see where the problem lies and it can be
easily established and the team can work together to establish a proper solution.
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Applying for a Line of Credit
The ins-and-outs of receiving a business line of credit

If you’re a small business owner, you know that extra cash is always a good thing — especially at
times when cash flow is sparse, like during on and off seasons or if your business is in its early
stages. That’s where lines of credit come in. These loans help with the growth and operation of your
business in the event you need a small loan, like to cover the costs of items such as supplies and
inventory, for example. (A line of credit isn’t used for bigger expenses, such as property or new
equipment.)

In order for your business to receive a line of credit, you must meet certain criteria. A financial
institution will need to be convinced that you can pay back the assets you’re given. To establish that,
they will need to look at your past and present cash flow and revenue. That will ensure that the loan
can be repaid in the amount of time allotted. Similar to credit cards, lines of credit give you a
maximum amount to repay the loan. So the amount you’re given will depend upon your business’s
current revenue performance. 

“The right time for any business to apply for credit or open a credit account would be … [when] they
are able to pay their bills in-full every month and they’re not struggling,” says Michelle Dunn, founder
and president of Never Dunn Publishing, LLC, Plymouth, NH. “Because if they’re struggling already
and then they apply for credit, they’ll probably be denied credit.”

The best part of having a line of
credit? Besides the financial help it
provides, it gives you better control
over your spending. 
 
“The good thing about a line of
credit as opposed to another kind
of borrowing is you have that
money at your disposal but you’re
actually only paying for the amount
that you use,” says Barbara
Weltman, a small business and tax
expert. “If you obtain a $50,000 line
of credit, but only use $10,000,
you’re only going to be paying
interest on the $10,000 and then as
you pay it back you have a greater
pool to borrow from again.”

If you think that applying for a line
of credit is right for you and your business, follow these steps: 

1. Set up an appointment(s). Make an appointment with your financial institution of which you wish
to secure a line of credit. You’ll want to either go to the location where you have your business
accounts (if you have a good relationship with them, it’s more likely you’ll be approved for a line of
credit). Make sure to check all terms and requirements. For example, some financial institutions
require you to have been in business a certain amount of years.







2. Get documents ready. Your financial institution will notify you on which financial documents you’ll
need to bring to the meeting, but you’ll likely need to bring with you the following items: business tax
returns, credit references, statements that display your business’s financial activity, bank account
information, business registration documents, etc.

3. Choose the best option. The financial institution(s) will likely get back to you within a few weeks
with their decision. Choosing which financial institution you’ll be receiving a line of credit from is
important so stick with one who knows you best. They will then give you the information with how to
proceed. You’ll likely be able to access your line of credit through online banking transfers, bank tellers
or checks.

As always, stop by whenever you feel to see what line of credit options we have in store for you.
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Top Three Dream Cars
What kind of car would you buy with a budget that knows no
bounds?

Are you an absolute automotive fanatic? So much so that you find yourself daydreaming about
owning several exotic models of all your favorites? Are you constantly surfing the web for the newest
models of your preferred brand, reading reviews on car websites, pinning car-related pictures on
Pinterest? Lamborghinis and Porsches and convertibles, oh my!

High-end luxurious cars constituting “dream cars” may not necessarily be the most affordable ones on
the road, but they’re certainly the most to die for. And even though we could probably list many more,
we've scoured the Internet for the top three dream cars ranking among the world’s wish lists. Read on
to find out more details about them:

1. Rolls Royce Phantom
Price: MSRP of $398,970

Luxurious. Powerful. Exotic. What
else could you want? “With its
powerful stance, iconic proportions
and state-of-the-art technology, the
latest expression of Phantom is a
timeless interpretation of the
modern luxury motor car,” the Rolls
Royce website states. The exterior
is decked out with both wood and
metal and is more than 19 feet
long. The elegant interior boasts
hand-stitched leather upholstery,
lambswool rugs, as well as an
8.8-inch color screen, a
multi-camera system and a USB
port. It also has a 6.7-liter V12 with
453 hp and 531 lb/ft of torque.
Sure, it may cost as much as a
standard single-family home in
most states, but as the director of
design for the Phantom, Giles Taylor, says, “It has a sense of purpose, a simple clarity and effortless
poise.” 

2. Ferrari 458 Spider
Price: MSRP of $257,412

This convertible has it all — technology, design and above all, beauty. This stunner boasts a 4.5-liter
V8 that produces 562 hp and 398 lb/ft of torque, and an estimated acceleration from zero-to 60-mph in
3.4 seconds. It has impressive equipment such as 20-inch wheels, carbon-ceramic brakes and
adjustable driving and vehicle settings. The leather upholstery and trim give it a high-end luxury feel,
and the Bluetooth and sound system, including an auxiliary audio jack, come standard to please the
technology-savvy car owner. An aluminum retractable hardtop completes the work-of-art design.







3. Lamborghini Gallardo LP 570-4 Superleggera Edizone Tecnica
Price: $241,200

A type of Gallardo model, this jaw-dropping masterpiece features front- and rear-end styling,
automated manual transmission and carbon-fiber components in both the exterior and interior. Its
high-performance speed and acceleration is sure to please any joy-riding speed demon: A 5.2-liter
V10, with 570 hp and 397 lb/ft of torque that gets the car up to 60 mph in about three seconds. In fact,
in an article on Daily Mail UK, car reviewer Chris Evans calls this model “the most exciting and
frightening road-legal car I have driven in 47 years.” You’ll also love the car’s 19-inch
aluminum wheels and fixed rear spoiler, which give the exterior an exotic feel. Beautiful faux suede
upholstery adorns the inside.
 
We can help finance your personal dream car (although probably far less expensive), so stop by
today.
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Natural Beauty Products
What ingredients lie beneath the surface of your beauty products?

While most people agree the foods you eat have a direct impact on the health of your body, fewer
people are aware of the toxins and chemicals that enter their bodies through beauty products. The
lotions, creams, makeup products, and astringents you put on your face and body do not just stay on
the top of the skin. As a porous layer, anything applied to the skin seeps through and enters the body.
More and more women are becoming aware of the ingredients in their beauty products and are on the
lookout for products that are safe, healthy and natural. If you are thinking of making a switch to more
natural beauty products, consider the following.
 
Use items found in nature
Many items found in nature are
beneficial to the skin. Chilled
cucumbers can reduce dark
circles and puffiness under the
eyes. Honey or oatmeal can be
used as a face mask to nourish
skin. Egg whites applied to
facial skin and allowed to dry
can tighten, tone and nourish
small wrinkles. Avocados
naturally contain a high
percentage of fat, and they help
to nourish both skin and hair
when mashed into a smooth
consistency. Lemon (mixed with
a little water) can be used as a
natural facial astringent. Of
course, eating a diet filled with
fruits and vegetables can also
promote healthy, glowing skin.
 
Make your own products
One way to know exactly what is lurking in your beauty products is to make them yourself. This craft
is becoming more and more common, as online sources (such as Pinterest) provide easy access to
recipes, instructions and tutorial videos.
 
Check for unwanted ingredients
Technology is also making it easier for women to know the ingredients found in their beauty products.
A smartphone app developed by Lily Tse (called "Think Dirty") allows consumers to scan the barcode
on manufacturers' products to reveal the ingredients found inside. The app will be available sometime
within the year. Ingredients to avoid include sulfates, parabens, BHA, BHT, synthetic dyes, talc and
artificial fragrances.
 
Shop for organic and/or pure beauty products
If you are not brave enough to make your own beauty products, opt for beauty products that contain
organic and natural ingredients. Because the demand for natural products is growing, more and more
manufacturers are making them. You can purchase home-crafted beauty products from individual







sellers, or choose all-natural products from a big-name manufacturer. Look carefully at ingredient lists
and try a sample of a product to make sure it works well for your skin before purchasing larger
portions.
 
Making a gradual change to more natural beauty products, one product at a time, will help you decide
which products work well for you and your skin and hair type. It will also help your skin and hair feel
healthier, and you'll be more confident about the ingredients you are putting in your body.
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Helping Children Cope with Nightmares
Strategies to help your kids chase away the monsters

Most everyone is prone to bad dreams from time to time, but it can be especially frightening to young
children. If they wake up at night crying or scared from a nightmare, there are things you can do to
alleviate their fears and help them know how to respond if it happens again. We have some tips to
consider.
 
Take time to listen 
Encourage your child to talk
about his dream and what he
fears about it. Don’t just dismiss
it or make him feel like you don’t
take it seriously. Listen carefully
and offer your assurance that
you understand what it’s like to
feel afraid. It may be helpful the
next day to have your child draw
a picture of the nightmare so he
can better express himself.
 
Create a peaceful routine
Work to alleviate bad dreams by
creating a soothing, restful
routine. Read bedtime stories
that are fun and positive.
Bypass stories that could trigger
bad dreams. Even childhood
classics like Hansel and Gretel
and Little Red Riding Hood can be troublesome because of the evil witch luring the kids into her
home, or the Big Bad Wolf. A bubble bath, soothing music, a fun story or a song can all set the stage
for a pleasant night’s sleep.
 
Be inventive 
Give your child some tools she can use when she wakes up feeling afraid. You might choose to leave
a night-light on in the hallway or adjoining bathroom, or hang a dream catcher and tell your child it will
catch their bad dreams. You can also create some fun, magical "potions" to keep her feeling safe. Put
a jar of hand lotion by the bed and call it "Sweet Dreams Cream" or a spray bottle with water that will
cause the monsters under the bed to flee.
 
Stay consistent
Keep a regular bedtime hour and make sure your child gets plenty of sleep. If he wakes up afraid and
wants to crawl in bed with you, assure him he will be fine in his own bed and that you will stay there
until he falls asleep.
 
Scan the bedroom for triggers
Check out what your child’s bedroom looks like in the dark. Does the light through the window cast
scary shadows? Are there objects that seem menacing in the dark? Go through the room and make
some changes so if she wakes up, the room will seem familiar and comfortable to her.







 
While nightmares are normal, a chronic pattern of nightmares should be addressed with your child’s
doctor. There could be an emotional issue or anxiety trigger in your child’s life that needs to be
addressed. 
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Extended Edition Movies That Are Worth the Watch
Enjoy more of your favorite films with these collector's edition
packages

Avid moviegoers who just can't get enough of their favorite flicks can enjoy extended versions, which
are available on DVD and Blu-ray. These longer versions include scenes that where edited out from
the movie theater release and added back, and some feature special documentaries on how the film
was made. Here are five blockbuster films that offer extended versions.
 
Avatar: Extended Collector's
Edition
Comprised of three discs that
feature 45 minutes of unfinished
material, Avatar: Extended
Collector's Edition hits the
shelves in the U.S. and Canada
in November 2010. It includes
16 minutes of finished, new
material and an interesting
feature on an environmental
campaign in Brazil called "A
Message from Pandora." One of
the highlights is the Earth
opening, which totals almost five
minutes of the finished new
material. Reportedly, the studio
paid around one million dollars
for the Earth scene to be
included in the collector's edition.
 
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey
Released in 2013, the Blu-ray version of this hugely popular film includes 13 minutes of
never-before-seen footage. What really makes this three-disc offering special is almost nine hours of
in-depth reports on the production of this film and the execution of amazing special effects. Most of
the new footage centers on the beginning of the movie.
 
The Lord of the Rings: Return of the King
This five-disc Blu-ray set released in 2012 contains three BD50s and three DVDs in a case with
impressive cover art. For movie making junkies, Disc 3 has some intriguing segments about the
making of Return of the King with a "From Book To Script" section, and Disc 4 has seven
documentaries that essentially presents an emotional farewell to The Lord of the Rings trilogy.
 
Titanic Extended Edition
Originally released on DVD in 2005 and now available in other formats, this collection is a must-have
for fans of one of the world's most popular movies, which won 11 Academy Awards including Best
Picture and Director. The collection features 29 scenes that were not in the theatrical release, an
alternate ending, production and special effects features, details on the execution of stunts, and the
music video of "My Heart Will Go On" by Celine Dion.
 







The Dark Knight Trilogy: Ultimate Collector's Edition
If you can't get enough of the Caped Crusader, you'll love this exhaustive six-disc Blu-ray set released
in 2013, which features three Batman films — Batman Begins, The Dark Knight and The Dark Knight
Rises — and a slew of special features. Especially insightful is the conversation with directors
Christopher Nolan and Richard Donner, who detail the challenges of bringing Batman to the big
screen. An added bonus for devotees is the 64-page shortened version of the book, The Art of Making
the Dark Knight Trilogy.
 
Great movies always leave audiences craving for more entertainment. Thanks to extended versions
we can enjoy our favorite movies even more.
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